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FabiO - Fachbibliographien und Online-Datenbanken
[ FabiO-Startseite und Register ]

Portale, Internetquellen

Fachportale, Datenbanken, Online-Lexika, Linklisten


English and American Literature: Digital Collections and Digital Humanities projects (open access) A resource guide for the study of English and American Literature - NYU Libraries: extensive list of open-access digital collections and digital humanities projects related to English and American literature ... These resources include collections dedicated to a single author or work (such as the Melville Electronic Library and Digital Thoreau) as well as projects that feature the work of multiple writers (such as the Victorian Women Writers Project). This list includes digital resources from all genres of American and British literature, providing visitors with a fabulous one-stop shop for literature collections and resources


Düsseldorfer Virtuelle Bibliothek: Anglistik ULB Düsseldorf

Freiburger Fachportal Anglistik / Amerikanistik u.a. Elektronische Publikationen, Fachliteratursuche, Linksammlungen

Academic Research and Education Links Database (Schwerpunkt: wissenschaftl. Schreiben, General Reference, Search Engines and Databases, Books, Libraries and Archives)

Literary Resources on the Net (Schwerpunkt: Anglistik, Amerikanistik)

Luminarium (engl. Schriftsteller des Mittelalters, der Renaissance, des 17. Jahrhunderts)

The Open Anthology of Literature in English an anthology in progress of writing in English from 1650-1800: Fiction, Essays, Drama, Poetry, Life Writing, Authors

University of Toronto English Library (UTEL) u.a. Authors Index, Major Works of Literature, Literary Criticism and Theory, History of English

The Voice of the Shuttle: English Literature Main Page

Achtzehntes Jahrhundert

18thConnect: Eighteenth-Century Scholarship Online

Afrika

Literaturportal AfrikaRoman „Sie finden alles von der Kolonial- bis zur Gegenwartsliteratur, außerdem die Romanliteratur über Afrika“

**Afroamerikanistik**

**Afro-amerikanische Kultur und Literatur**
Africana.com
African-American Poetry, 1760-1900 publ. by Chadwyck-Healey, Inc.
African-American Women Duke University Libraries
African American Women in Iowa Digital Collection Iowa Digital Library
African Writers: Voices of Change biographical and bibliographical information about 17 African writers
Literaturportal AfrikaRoman Literaturportal im Netz, das über Romanliteratur aus und über Afrika informiert
American Black Journal Documenting Detroit & American History from African-American Perspectives
Beginning Library Research on AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES Stanford Univ. Libraries: „It lists African American Studies Encyclopedias and Handbooks, biographical sources, book annotations, videos, and links to other related sites. It is an excellent place to start for those conducting research in the field of African American Studies“
BlackPast.org online resource that covers six centuries of African American history; The site includes an online encyclopedia of hundreds of famous and lesser known figures in African America, along with full text primary documents and major speeches of black activists and leaders from the eighteenth century to the present
Digital Harlem The Digital Harlem website presents information, drawn from legal records, newspapers and other archival and published sources, about everyday life in New York City's Harlem neighborhood in the years 1915-1930
Digital Schomburg African American Women Writers of the 19th Century
Boston African American Project „...abolition-era broadsheets, political cartoons, illustrations, and some rather evocative portraits of urban life“

**Akademisches Schreiben**


**Altenglisch**

Fontes Anglo-Saxonici Anglo-Saxon Author, Source Author, Bibliographies
Labyrinth Library : Old English Georgetown Univ. Washington, D.C. - Texte und „reference works“
Kossmann, Bianca: Rich and poor in the history of English: corpus-based analyses of lexico-semantic variation and change in Old and Middle English Diss., Univ. Freiburg, 2007

**Amerikanisches Englisch**
H. L. Mencken: The American Language: An Inquiry into the Development of English in the United States This classic was written to clarify the discrepancies between British and American English and to define the distinguishing characteristics of American English. Mencken's groundbreaking study was undoubtedly the most scientific linguistic work on the American language to date and continues to serve as a definitive resource in the field.

**Anglizismus**

WieSagIchsAufDeutsch Sammlung mit Anregungen zur Vermeidung von Anglizismen und anderen störenden Ausdrücken

**Artus-Sage**

Arthuriana - Arthur Complete The Journal of Arthurian Studies

**Asiatisch-amerikanische Literatur**

Berner, Heike. Home is where the heart is?: Identity and belonging in Asian American literature Diss., Ruhr-Univ. Bochum, UB, Fak. f. Philologie, 2003

**Australien**

AUSTLIT: THE AUSTRALIAN LITERATURE RESOURCE „offers a rich and authoritative collection of resources for researchers, educators, and anyone interested in Australian literature. These items include lesson plans, online exhibits, essays, and access to over 87,000 full-text resources, including original literature and literary scholarship“

Australian Literature: Selected Websites These are general sites for researching Australian literature on the Internet and provide a starting place for researchers in this field. They provide a diverse range of information on Australian literature resources as well as providing links to other useful sites

Australische Literatur und Schriftsteller

OzLit Australian and New Zealand Literature and Writers

Australian Poetry Library The poems and poets were chosen by the project team of the APRIL (Australian Poetry Resources Internet Library) project

La Breche, David Sandoz: Australian Reflections in a Mirror Clouded by Dust Diss., Univ. Trier, 2001

Michel, Annett: Bloody Beaut’ Blue: Australisches Englisch und die Konzeptualisierung des Australischen Ethos Diss., Univ. Greifswald, 2005

**Autoren**

Einzelne Autoren siehe unter Anglistik, Amerikanistik Teil 2: Autoren
Balladen, Broadside Ballads, Flugblätter

Ballads Mostley Medieval: Exploring the Middle Ages
Bodleian Library Broadside Ballads
Isaiah Thomas Broadside Ballads Project On this website, visitors can explore over 300 broadsides of patriotic, amusing, and sometimes vulgar ballads
Canadian Pamphlets and Broadsides Collection This site provides access to over 590 broadsides and 2,600 pamphlet titles which amounts to over 71,500 page images. Visitors will find that the collection contains items printed in Canada, by Canadian authors, or about Canadian subjects
UCSB: ENGLISH BROADSIDE BALLAD ARCHIVE „...include Samuel Pepys's collection of over 1,800 ballads, held by Magdalene College in Cambridge, England; the British Library's Roxburghe Collection (which numbers around 1,500 ballads); ballads from Harvard University's Houghton Rare Book Collection; and much more. ... the collection contains almost 8,000 titles“
Carriers' Addresses „One form of expression by these carriers was their annual addresses, which were printed pieces distributed to their customers on New Year's Day in order to solicit a small tip for their faithful service throughout the year. The good people at the Center for Digital Initiatives at Brown University Library have placed a fine collection of these broadsheets online for the general public, dating from 1772 to 1912, and originating from such papers as the Albany Argus and the Peoria Journal“

Bewegung


Bibliographien

ENGLISH LITERATURE: A SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY OF REFERENCE SOURCES Yale University
ENGLISH LITERATURE: A Guide to Reference Sources Cornell University Library
OLC-SSG Anglistik - Online Contents-Sondersammelgebiete
gender Inn Internet-Datenbank zur Frauen- und Geschlechterforschung
Checklist of scholarship on Southern literature Hathi Trust
The Year's Work in English Studies ...the qualitative narrative bibliographical review of scholarly work on English language and literatures written in English - Current Issue, Browse the Archive...

Bildungsroman


Biographien
Biographien siehe unter Anglistik, Amerikanistik Teil 2: Sammlungen von Biographien

**Briefsteller**

Englische Briefe auch E-Mails, Faxe: Zusammenstellung der wichtigsten Floskeln u. Tipps f. englische Korrespondenz
debab.laphrasen/ Phrasen - auch für Geschäfts- und persönliche Korrespondenz

**Cartoon**

British Cartoon Archive u.a. Database, Biographies, Articles, Library
Cartoonbank.com The Largest Searchable Cartoon Database on the Web and Your Source for Classic NEW YORKER Cartoons
Daryl Cagle's Professional Cartoonists Index
Don Markstein's Toonopedia A Vast Repository of Toonological Knowledge (&quot;A toon is a cartoon or cartoon character — cartoon referring not just to the animated kind, but also to such still cartoons as comic books, newspaper strips, magazine cartoons, etc.&quot;)
PoliticalCartoons.com mit Keyword- und Datum-Suche

**Chicago**

Great Chicago Stories Chicago History Museum

**College-Zeitungen**

The Cornell Daily Sun Digitization Project a new digitization project to provide online access to previous editions of the paper dating back to the year 1880

**Dialekt**

Dialect in British Fiction, 1800-1836 a database which has been designed as a tool for identifying and analysing the representation of dialect in 100 novels published between 1800 and 1836, a time period during which literary dialect usage was just beginning to be popularized. Dialect in British Fiction seeks to examine why dialect speech is represented in English literature and why it has been represented in these particular ways
American English Dialect Recordings The Center for Applied Linguistics (CAL) Collection features approximately 118 hours of recordings documenting North American English dialects. These recordings were made from 1941 to 1984, and they reveal distinctions in speech related to gender, race, social class, education, age, literacy, ethnic background, and occupational group
Dialect levelling and received pronunciation This page contains a Web version of a research paper by Paul Kerswill of Reading University's School of Linguistics and Applied Language Studies (University of Reading, Whiteknights, PO Box 218, Reading, RG6 6AA, UK). The paper was published originally under
the title: Mobility, meritocracy and dialect levelling: the fading (and phasing) out of Received Pronunciation

**ENGLISH ACCENTS AND DIALECTS** Collect Britain („...documents the vast diversity of accents and dialects around England over the past half century. The audio clips made available here are drawn from the Survey of English Dialects ... and the Millennium Memory Bank, which drew on personal oral histories recorded by forty BBC local radio stations during 1998 and 1999“)

Estuary English „a name given to the form(s) of English widely spoken in and around London and, more generally, in the southeast of England along the river Thames and its estuary“

Ren Faire Proper Elizabethan Accents

The Speech Accent Archive presents a large set of speech samples from a variety of language backgrounds. Native and non-native speakers of English read the same paragraph and are carefully transcribed. The archive is used by people who wish to compare and analyze the accents of different English speakers

Herrmann, Tanja: Relative clauses in dialects of English: a typological approach Diss., Univ. Freiburg, 2003

---

**Didaktik, Englischunterricht**

Teachit's library of free English teaching resources

Englisch Übungen, Grammatik, Vokabeln, Prüfungen, Bücher, Forum, Hausaufgaben, Links

Englisch lernen im Internet Sammlung ausgewählter Links zu verschiedenen Bereichen, aktuelle Informationen und Tipps rund ums Thema „Kostenlos Englisch Lernen Online“

Englisch Lernen Online Das Informationsportal rund ums Lernen der englischen Sprache - Blog von Benedikt Alkemper

Englisch lernen Jicki Sprachduschen

English Club lessons, games, quizzes, forums, chat, lesson plans, jobs & more for ESL learners & teachers

Insider's English Das Portal zum Business-English Lernen

Englisch Lernen Links Die Linksammlung mit den besten Links zum Online Englisch Lernen

One-Word-A-Day FREE e-mail service which systematically improves your professional English. Every weekday you receive an important word or idiom selected from the international press

Resources for English as a Second Language UsingEnglish.com provides a large collection of English as a Second Language (ESL) tools & resources for students, teachers, learners and academics. Browse our grammar glossary and references of irregular verbs, phrasal verbs and idioms, ESL forums, articles, teacher handouts and printables, and find useful links and information on English. Topics cover the spectrum of ESL, EFL, ESOL, and EAP subject areas

ELEaston: English Online - Materials for Teaching & Learning

Englishtown Englischkurse online, die mit interaktivem Unterricht flexibel Englisch lernen ermöglichen; neben verschiedenen Kursen (z.B. Business Englisch oder TOEFL/TOEIC Vorbereitung) bietet Englishtown eine Community mit Mitgliedern aus über 120 Ländern sowie kostenlose Materialien online wie Artikel, Tests, Videos und einen Sprach-Chat

Englischunterricht in der Informationsgesellschaft (Reinhard Donath)

BusyTeacher provides free printable materials for ESL/EFL educators: curated worksheets and lesson plans split into categories and available for download without registration, in-depth articles that get hundreds of shares

The International Association of Teachers of English as a Foreign Language (IATEFL) Linking, Developing and Supporting English Language Teaching Professionals Worldwide

The Internet TESL Journal For Teachers of English as a Second Language

Täglich Business Englisch per E-Mail lernen mit Owad-For-Business
Vocabulix - gratis online Englisch, Spanisch, Deutsch lernen
Waibel, Birgit: Phrasal verbs in learner English: a corpus-based study of German and Italian students
Diss., Univ. Freiburg, 2007

**Digitale Textsammlungen**

Nonfiction Bartleby.com - Sammlung von Anthologien und Büchern im Volltext
Electronic Texts Scanned and edited by Jack Lynch - alphabetisch von Addison bis Warton
Electronic Texts for the Study of American Culture „We DO American Studies“ - Hypertexts
English Language Resources Etext Center - Univ. of Virginia Library
Invitation to World Literature 13 ausgewählte Werke der Weltliteratur
New York State Historical Literature Collection Cornell University Library
NZETC - New Zealand Electronic Text Centre free online archive of New Zealand and Pacific Islands texts and heritage materials, which offers an ever expanding, fully searchable, set of images and full-text books, manuscripts and journals
The Online Archive of Nineteenth-Century U.S. Women's Writings Edited by Glynis Carr - Bucknell University, Department of English
Tudor Poems: An On-line Anthology „The purpose of this site is to make available modern-spelling editions of Tudor poems that are not usually anthologized“ - James D. Clark, Associate Professor of English - Miami University

**Drama**

I D A P = Internet Drama Analysis Programme English Department Hannover University
The Playwriting Seminars The Playwriting Seminars focus on the kinds of new plays most often produced by the nation’s ... regional theatres. These nonprofit companies premiere the majority of new plays produced in the United States and ... have become the research and development arm of the commercial theatre. The best of them are adventuresome rather than experimental
Twentieth Century North American Drama This edition contains 1,530 plays by 223 playwrights, together with detailed, fielded information on related productions, theaters, production companies, and more. The database also includes selected playbills, production photographs and other ephemera related to the plays. More than 150 of the plays are published here for the first time, including a number by major authors. The plays themselves have been selected using leading bibliographies and with the editorial advice of scholars and the playwrights themselves

**Elisabethanisches Zeitalter**

Ren Faire Proper Elizabethan Accents

**Erster Weltkrieg**
The First World War Digital Poetry Archive  Owen, Brooke, Sassoon, Thomas, Trench Poetry
Lost Poets of the Great War The Poets (u.a. Brooke, Owen, Thomas), Chronology of the War, Bibliography
The Great War this site was designed as a resource for courses in World War I poetry

Essay

The Oxford Book of American Essays Chosen by Brander Matthews - „From Franklin and Emerson to Whitman and Roosevelt, Brander Matthews expertly selected 32 essays on topics literary, political and humorous spanning over a century of this form’s development in America“

Etymologie

ONLINE ETYMOLOGY DICTIONARY
Words in English This website is a resource for those who want to learn more about this fascinating language [English] – its history as a language, the origins of its words, and its current modern characteristics

Fabel

(Brewer's) Dictionary of Phrase and Fable (Ausz. Philadelphia 1898)

Four-Letter-Words

Maledicta Press

Frauenliteratur

A Celebration of Women Writers „works by women, and resources about women writers, are hard to find. We attempt to provide easy access to available on-line information. The Celebration provides a comprehensive listing of links to biographical and bibliographical information about women writers, and complete published books written by women“
Early Modern Women Database Gateway to Web resources for the study of women in early modern Europe and the Americas, focusing on the period from ca. 1500 to ca. 1800; Links to Web sites about the Medieval period and Nineteenth Century are included as well
Feminist Majority Foundation Online feministische Sichtweise auf Literatur, Film, Theater (u. a.)
The Online Archive of Nineteenth-Century U.S. Women's Writings Edited by Glynis Carr - Bucknell University, Department of English
The Poetess Archive Archiv der Lyrik in engl. Sprache
Duppé, Claudia: Poetic (Re)Negotiations of Home in New Zealand Women's Poetry of the 20th Century Diss., Univ. Trier, 2004
Gender Studies

gender inn „a searchable database providing access to over 7,500 records pertaining to feminist theory, feminist literary criticism and gender studies focusing on English and American literature”

Genres


Gewalt

Mirbach, Martin: Strukturelle Angstlustvermittlung unter besonderer Berücksichtigung literarischer Gewaltdarstellungen Diss., Ruhr-Univ. Bochum, 2007

Gothic Novel

The Literary Gothic - The Web's Premier Guide to Gothic Literature
The Gothic Literature Page - The English Gothic Novel From 1764 to 1820
Science Fiction and Fantasy Research Database An online index to over 60,000 historical and critical items about science fiction, fantasy and horror - Compiled by Hal W. Hall
Sublime Anxiety - The Gothic Family and the Outsider
The Gothic Novel „The Gothic novel is a literary genre, in which the prominent features are mystery, doom, decay, old buildings with ghosts in them, madness, hereditary curses and so on“ (Themenseite der Univ. of Adelaide Library)
Behnke, Katja: Der inszenierte Schrecken Diss., Bielefeld, Univ., 2002

Grammatik

The Internet Grammar of English „an online course in English grammar written primarily for university undergraduates”
English Grammar Resources on the Internet College of DuPage
Guide to Grammar and Writing großes Angebot an Ressourcen: u.a. Sentence Level, Essay Level, Paragraph Level, PowerPoint Presentations, Eminent Quotables
The Blue Book of Grammar (and Punctuation)
How grammatically sound are you? Quizilla
ebgrammar's Free Tips References, Grammar, Editing, Spelling, Design, Marketing and Typography
Groschenhefte, Dime Novel, Pulp Fiction

The Street and Smith Dime Collection “...online exhibit...(that) pays homage to this publishing house with a number of scanned digitized images of the Street & Smith dime novels, a cover art gallery, and a collection of images immortalizing that most famous comic strip character, the Yellow Kid” (Syracuse Univ. Library)

Dime Novel and Popular Literature This collection brings together pre-Pulp era tales initially depicting scenes early America, the Frontier, and the West. Ranging roughly from 1860 to 1930 these often serial publications record the attitudes prevailing of 19th and early 20th Century society: including racist, sexist, and ethnic stereotype

Humor

Marhenke, Dietmar: Britischer Humor im interkulturellen Kontext Diss., TU Braunschweig, 2003

Idiomatik, Phraseologie

IdiomSite.com „This website provides an alphabetical listing of idioms. An explanation of the origin of the idiom and its meaning is provided for each term or phrase“

One-Word-A-Day FREE e-mail service which systematically improves your professional English. Every weekday you receive an important word or idiom selected from the international press

The Phrase Finder The meanings and origins of over 1,200 English sayings, phrases and idioms

Indianische Literatur

Die Indianer von Nordamerika Erfahren Sie alles über die Stämme und die Geschichte der Indianer des nordamerikanischen Kontinents...

Native American Authors Internet Public Library: „...provides information on Native North American authors with bibliographies of their published works, biographical information, and links to online resources“

Storytellers: Native American Authors Online Storytelling. At base that is what American Indian authors and poets are doing — storytelling - u.a. Alphabetical Listing of Authors, Contemporary Authors Downloadable Biographies, Early 20th Century Native American Authors

Duke Collection of American Indian Oral History provides access to typescripts of interviews (1967 -1972) conducted with hundreds of Indians in Oklahoma regarding the histories and cultures of their respective nations and tribes. Related are accounts of Indian ceremonies, customs, social conditions, philosophies, and standards of living


Lösch, Klaus. Interkulturalität &uuml;l: Kulturtheoretische Prolegomena zum Studium der neueren indischen Literatur Nordamerikas Diss. Univ. Erlangen-Nürnberg, 2000

**Indianische Sprachen**

California Language Archive catalog and online archive of the indigenous languages of California, western North America, and the Americas

**Indien**

Kavitayan Indian Poetry in English Translation — Kavitayan Anthology
India - Poetry International Web zahlreiche Portraits indischer Autorinnen und Autoren mit einer Werkaus-wahl, sowohl in der Originalsprache als auch englischer Übersetzung
Muse India The Literary E-Journal with the primary objective of showcasing Indian writings in English and in English translation to a broad-based global readership
Pratilipi bilinguale Online-Literaturzeitschrift; Kurzgeschichten und Übersetzungen, Interviews mit Schriftstellern und Wissenschaftlern sowie Buchbesprechungen und literarische Essays auf Hindi als auch auf Englisch

**Interpunktion**

The Blue Book of Grammar and Punctuation

**Intonation**

Monschau, Jacqueline: Input and Output in Oral Reading in English Diss., Univ. Bonn, 2004

**Irland**

CELT: Corpus of Electronic Texts The online resource for Irish history, literature and politics
Digital Literary Atlas of Ireland, 1922-1949 provides literary, historical and cartographic perspectives on Ireland from 1922 to 1949 drawn from the works of fourteen Irish writers
Irish Playography A Comprehensive Database of New Irish Plays Produced Professionally Since 1950
IRITH: Irish Resources in the Humanities Irish Language and Literature Bibliography of Nineteenth-Century Irish Literature English-language Writers, Irish-language Writers
A Celebration of Women Writers WRITERS FROM IRELAND
Princess Grace Irish Library Monaco - Collection of Irish Books The Princess Grace Irish Library holds a collection of over 8,000 volumes of Irish works of all periods, generally first editions including rare examples of the 19th-century antiquarian and literary revival titles rare editions with some emphasis on the publications of the Irish Literary Revival (1892-1920)
**Islam**

Kassimova, Aigul: *Die Bekehrung des Sarazenen - Untersuchungen zum Bild des Islam in den mittelenglischen Romanzen* Diss., ULB Bonn 2005

**Kalifornien**

California Literary Review (CLR) Fiction Reviews, Non Fiction Reviews, Essays...

**Kamerun**


**Kanada**

*Aurora* The collected interviews offer new insights into over 100 Canadian and internationally known thinkers and writers including Leonard Cohen, Pierre Berton, Neil Bissoondath, Timothy Findley, Guy Vanderhaeghe, Doug Roche, Susan George, Helen Caldicott, Paolo Freire, George Ritzer, Michael Parenti, E.P. Thompson and many more

Canadian Literature: A Quarterly of Criticism and Review Resources
Canadian Literature (English) Infoplease
Canadian Studies A Guide to the Sources
The Canadian Literature Archive Textarchiv der Univ. of Manitoba
Database of Online Canadiana (DOC) DOC is a project initiated by the Gesellschaft für Kanada-Studien e.V. (Association for Canadian Studies in German-Speaking Countries) to develop an interdisciplinary database providing access to selected online resources on Canada for students, teachers in secondary education, and university teachers alike

Kanada-Sammlung der UB Kiel Der Schwerpunkt der Sammlung, die als Canadian Document Centre bezeichnet wird, liegt auf den Fachgebieten Sprache und Literatur sowie Landeskunde im weitesten Sinne mit Literatur zum Land, zu Gesellschaft, Kultur, Geschichte und Politik

Northwest Passages Canadian Literature Online; „Our links page offers the largest set of Canadian literature links on the Internet“

Zentrum für Kanada-Studien Universität Trier


**Kinderliteratur**

Baldwin Library of Historical Children's Literature contains more than 100,000 volumes published in...
Great Britain and the United States from the mid-1600s through 2007; its holdings of more than 800 early American imprints is the second largest such collection in the United States

Children's Books Online: The Rosetta Project the largest collection of illustrated antique children's books online.

CLWG - Children's Literature Web Guide

Children's Picture Book Database at Miami University (u.a. Abstracts von mehr als 4000 Bilderbüchern)

The Hockliffe Project (Kinderbücher des 18. und 19. Jahrhunderts; teilweise digitalisiert)


Literature for Children a collection of the treasures of children's literature published largely in the United States and Great Britain from before 1850 to beyond 1950

Virtual Children's Books Exhibits Cotsen Children's Library

Worlds of Words International Collection of Children's and Adolescent Literature

Komödie

Hierlwimmer, Heike Anna. Geschlechterkampf mit Happy-End: Die angelsächsische Sittenkomödie von der Restoration Comedy bis zur Screwball Comedy of Manners Diss., Univ. Trier, 2005

Kreatives Schreiben

The OWL at Purdue Materialien zum Thema Creative Writing

Can I Have A Word? The site is divided into four projects including the elements, the human body, the Odyssey, and changing voices. In the elements area, visitors will learn how to create descriptive writing through watching visual presentations and listening to new poems by a variety of authors, including Margot Henderson, Jackie Kay, and Michael Rosen

English Composition Writing for an Audience - „introduces basic principles and strategies for communicating in writing to a variety of audiences and improving general composition skills”

WC Quick Guides George Mason University - „The site includes a number of specialized writing guides dealing with issues of style, grammar, and writing for specific disciplines, such as psychology, biology, and management. Their virtual reference library is notable for its collection of well-organized links to other online sites, such as Webster's Online Dictionary“

Best Literary Analysis Topics and Themes: the Ultimate List General tips for writing well about literature

Kriegslyrik

The First World War Digital Poetry Archive including Wilfred Owen, Isaac Rosenberg, Robert Graves, Vera Brittain, and Edward Thomas

Lost Poets of the Great War The Poets (u.a. Brooke, Owen, Thomas), Chronology of the War, Bibliography

The Great War this site was designed as a resource for courses in World War I poetry
Kubanisch-amerikanische Studien

Cuban Heritage Collection Online-Resources - Univ. of Miami
Cuban Historical and Literary Manuscript Collection Univ. of Miami

Kurzfassungen

Book-A-Minute „You want to experience the wonder and excitement of the fine art of literature, but reading actual books requires a significant time investment. We've got the solution for you. Our ultra-condensed books are just the ticket“
Summarise a Novel in 25 Words iIXor.com
Describe a book to an eight year old in one sentence iIXor.com

Lexika, Enzyklopädi en, Reference Titles

The Cambridge History of English and American Literature - An Encyclopedia in Eighteen Volumes „This excellent free resource comprises the largest public reference work of literary criticism and history on the Internet. Originally published in 1907-1921, the volumes include 303 chapters and more than 11,000 pages, edited and written by a worldwide panel of 171 leading scholars and thinkers of the early twentieth century”
BloomsburyMagazine.com - Research Centre (FREE on-line database of reference books - „a wide range of subjects including literature, art, myth, human thought, quotations, and a thesaurus“
Glossary of Literary Terms Gale
The Literary Encyclopedia English Literature, American Literature, All Literature; „The site ... provides alphabetical indexes and some advanced searching features for over 5,000 authors, 14,500 works, and 1,275 topics....The completed entries provide useful biocritical information, links to appropriate Web sites, and citations to books about the writer or topic”
Medieval Studies: Online Encyclopedia & Dictionary Fact-Archive
ORB: On-line Reference Book for Medieval Studies Encyclopedia, Textbook Library, Resources for Teaching, E-Texts...
The Concise Oxford Companion to English Literature: Web links a list of recommended web links, arranged alphabetically by the relevant dictionary entries
WordNet A Lexical Database for the English Language - Nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are grouped into sets of cognitive synonyms (synsets), each expressing a distinct concept. Synsets are interlinked by means of conceptual-semantic and lexical relations. The resulting network of meaningfully related words and concepts can be navigated with the browser. WordNet is also freely and publicly available for download. WordNet's structure makes it a useful tool for computational linguistics and natural language processing
Liebe


Liebeslyrik

Love Poetry Both Classic Love Poems and Submitted Love Poems

Linguistik

BL Online The bibliographical database of linguistics - The BLonline database provides bibliographical references to scholarly publications on all branches of linguistics and all the languages of the world, irrespective of language or place of publication. The database contains all entries of the printed volumes of Bibliographie Linguistique/Linguistic Bibliography for the years 1993-2001 and an increasing number of more recent references. Annual volumes will continue to be published in print by Springer Verlag

AskOxford.com „...this site offers an array of resources to help visitors make the best use of the English language. Features include a word of the day, quote of the week, language and writing tips, question and answer, word games, a jargon buster, and education resources“

Center for Applied Linguistics (CAL) „The topic areas include bilingual education, language testing, school reform, and refugee concerns“

Eurolinguistix (ELIX) „virtual venue dedicated to cross-linguistic issues of European western civilization (especially on linguistic and cultural history, language systems, sociology of language(s), language politics, international communication). ELIX wants to be the central forum for European linguistics (E. Eurolinguistics, G. Eurolinguistik, Fr. Eurolinguistique, It. Eurolinguistica, Sp. Eurolingüística)“

Gateway to Corpus Linguistics „On this webpage you will find an annotated reference system to find everything related to Corpus Linguistics that is available on the Internet: Corpora, Concordances, Corpus Linguistics research efforts and events, software for tagging, annotation etc.“

How Language Works / Mike Gasser „an introductory linguistics course“

Language futures Europe „This site collects links on the language futures of Europe - on language policy, multilingualism, global language structures, and the dominance of English. It starts with a comment on the structures of language; then links to texts and essays; and then sections on EU policy, national policies, and research sites; and finally the 'monolingual movement' in the United States“

The LINGUIST List The world's largest online linguistic resource

World Wide Words Exploring the English Language („focuses on the history of the English language and the development of new words“)

Literarische Reisen

Literary Traveler: Welcome to The Guide for the Literary Traveler („Our goal is to explore the world of your literary imagination“; Schwerpunkt: Anglo-amerik. Lit.)
Literaturgeschichte

Basics of English Studies An introductory course for students of literary studies in English developed by the universities of Tübingen, Stuttgart and Freiburg by Stefanie Lethbridge and Jarmila Mildorf
ENGLISH 211: English Literature Beowulf to Dryden
18thConnect: Eighteenth-Century Scholarship Online

Literaturkritik

Online Literary Criticism Guide Internet Public Library
The Virtual Classroom „In it we try to give a taste of some of the many approaches to literary criticism which are practised in the Cambridge English Faculty“ - Univ. of Cambridge English Faculty
Invitation to World Literature The site complements a 13-part video series, which offers up literature from „a range of eras, places, cultures, languages, and traditions“

London

Dictionary of Victorian London „a useful resource on Victorian London history during the 19th century“
Dreyer, Dagmar: London literarisch: Stadtentwürfe im zeitgenössischen englischen Roman,
1990-2000 Diss., Georg-August-Universität Göttingen, 2005

Lyrik

AmericanPoems.com Your Poetry Site (mit Websites zu einzelnen Lyrikern)
African-American Poetry, 1760-1900 publ. by Chadwyck-Healey, Inc.
Americans Saying Poems They Love Videodateien beliebter Gedichte
Australian Poetry Library The poems and poets were chosen by the project team of the APRIL (Australian Poetry Resources Internet Library) project
BartlebyVerse: American & English Poetry 1250 - 1920
The Bollingen Prize for Poetry at Yale u.a. Biographien der Preisträger
Early Stuart Libels „The poems themselves are largely those of satire and invective, and were originally penned in the decades between the rise of King James I to power and the outbreak of the English Civil War“
Glossary of Poetic Terms: A Unique Guide for the Study of Poetry
Glossary Terms Poetry Foundation
The Great War this site was designed as a resource for courses in World War I poetry
Indexes to Anthologies Bartleby.com
The First World War Digital Poetry Archive including Wilfred Owen, Isaac Rosenberg, Robert Graves, Vera Brittain, and Edward Thomas
Lost Poets of the Great War The Poets (u.a. Brooke, Owen, Thomas), Chronology of the War,
Bibliography
Poetry Archive „... the world's premier online collection of recordings of poets reading their work. You
can enjoy listening here, free of charge, to the voices of contemporary English-language poets and of poets from the past. The Archive is growing all the time...

**Poetry Daily** „a splendid resource that brings visitors new poems from books, magazines and journals currently in print“

**Poets.org Poetry, Poems, Bios & More** - from the Academy of American Poets

**Poem-A-Day** the original and only daily digital poetry series featuring over 200 new, previously unpublished poems by today's talented poets each year ...

**The Poetess Archive** Archiv der Lyrik in engl. Sprache

**PoetryFoundation** „Sections on the homepage include 'Publishing', 'Features', 'Dispatches', and 'Archive'. Visitors may wish to go back to the past and examine the archive, which includes thousands of poems, several lists of 'favorite' poets, and a visual archive that features cartoons that address the subject of poetry“

**Poetry Magazine** „On the site, visitors can learn about the eight annual prizes awarded to work that appears in the magazine and read the magazine's submission guidelines as well. Also, visitors can read the works of a featured poet and peruse short reviews of other literary works. Visitors are also free to browse the archives of the magazine“

**Poetry Magazines** online digital archive of English 20th and 21st century poetry magazines

**Poetry 180** A Poem a Day for American High Schools

**Poetry Links Library**

**Poets' Corner** (Lyrik von fast 700 Dichtern; Schwerpunkt: anglo-amerik. Sprachraum)

**Poets' Graves** Find out where famous poets are buried; read mini biographies; browse our glossary of poetic terms; find classic poems and poets laureate; track down well known quotations about poetry

**Glossary of Poetic Terms** Poets' Graves was launched in August 2003. Originally it was a small site dedicated to listing the final resting places of English poets - but soon expanded to include American and European poets

**The Internet Poetry Archive**

**Poetry Center Digital Archive** makes available significant portions of early audio recordings from the Poetry Center's American Poetry Archives collection, supplemented by select archival texts and images. New files will be added incrementally as recordings are prepared and as we proceed through the collection from the 1950s onward

**American Verse Project**

**British Women Romantic Poets, 1789-1832**

**Online Poetry Classroom** „provides both professional development for high school Language Arts teachers and a virtual teaching community enabling teachers across the country to access free poetry resources online, including innovative, classroom-tested curricula“

**Library of Congress: Poetry** Poet Laureate; Poetry Webcasts; Poetry News, Events; Prizes, Fellowships

**Poetry Out Loud** For students, the site contains an extensive anthology of poems, background information on the poets, tips on performance technique, and audio links of great recitations by some of our best-known actors and writers

**Poetry Portal** a gateway to numerous sites that deal in one way or another with poetry

**Poetry Society of America** Poetry Colonies, Conferences, Festivals; Poetry Journals, Literary Magazines; Poetry Publishers, Small Presses; Literary Organizations & Miscellaneous Resources; Independent Literary Bookstores (PSA)

**Poets House** organization that focuses on modern poetry and is a „national poetry library and literary center that invites poets and the public to step into the living tradition of poetry“ - u.a. kostenfreie Datenbank Directory of American Poetry Books

**Representative Poetry On-line** Poet and Poem Index, Canadian Poetry, Bibliography etc

**Tudor Poems: An On-line Anthology** „The purpose of this site is to make available modern-spelling editions of Tudor poems that are not usually anthologized“ - James D. Clark, Associate Professor of English - Miami University

**A Victorian Anthology, 1837-1895** Selections Illustrating the Editor's Critical Review of British Poetry

---

**BSZ Wiki** - https://wiki.bsz-bw.de/
in the Reign of Victoria. Ed. by Edmund Clarence Stedman - „These 1,274 works by 343 authors represent the full course of one of the great literary ages of English verse. Organized by class, this encyclopedic collection complements Stedman’s American Anthology“

The Writer's Almanac a five-minute literary offering that appears on hundreds of radio stations throughout the United States. Narrated by author and man-of-many-hats Garrison Keillor, the show offers up poetry and information about authors from the past and present

BPJ - Beloit Poetry Journal „With this website visitors can read selected poetry from the current issue of the Beloit Poetry Journal, which has been published since 1950, but only on the Web much more recently. In addition, in 2006 the full-text archive of all 227 issues of the Journal published since the fall of 1950 was made available online. The editors of the journal point out „rare texts such as Anne Sexton’s first published poem, Langston Hughes' translations of Federico Garcia Lorca’a Gypsy Ballads, and a memorial chapbook for William Carlos Williams edited by David Ignatow in 1963 whose list of contributors reads like a Who's Who of mid-twentieth century American poetry“

Duppé, Claudia: Poetic (Re)Negotiations of Home in New Zealand Women's Poetry of the 20th Century Diss., Univ. Trier, 2004

**Mississippi**

The Internet Guide to Mississippi Writers

**Mittelenglisch**

The Anglo-Norman On-Line Hub Anglo-Norman is the name conventionally given to the variety of French which arrived in England with the Norman conquest in 1066. Possibly it is something of a misnomer: the specifically Norman traits of the language found in England are neither overwhelmingly dominant, nor are they the only dialectal elements which are discernible in documents written in French in England

Anthology of Middle English Literature (1350-1485) Luminarium

Florilegium Urbanum Medieval English Urban History

Internet Medieval Sourcebook Selected Sources, Full Text Sources, Saints' Lives - Fordham University

Late Medieval English Scribes online catalogue of all scribal hands (identified or unidentified) which appear in the manuscripts of the English writings of five major Middle English authors: Geoffrey Chaucer, John Gower, John Trevisa, William Langland and Thomas Hoccleve - Universities of York, Oxford and Sheffield

The Middle English Collection at the Electronic Text Center, Univ. of Virginia Library Chaucer u.a. mittelengl. Autoren

Middle English Compendium ... three major Middle English electronic resources: an electronic version of the Middle English Dictionary, a HyperBibliography of Middle English prose and verse, based on the MED bibliographies, and a Corpus of Middle English Prose and Verse, as well as links to an associated network of electronic resources

Medieval Literature and Culture: Medieval Authors Arts on the Web - A Directory

Medieval Studies SULAIR

NetSERF: The Internet Connection for Medieval Resources

Online Companion to Middle English Literature Toolbox by teachers and students of the Chair of Medieval English Literature and Historical Linguistics of the Heinrich-Heine-University Duesseldorf

ORB: On-line Reference Book for Medieval Studies Encyclopedia, Textbook Library, Resources for Teaching, E-Texts...
TEAMS MIDDLE ENGLISH TEXTS Rossell Hope Robbins Library - „The on-line texts provided here are meant for individual use only. To download and make multiple copies for course-use, you must have permission from the managing editor of Medieval Institute Publications“

Corpus of Middle English Prose and Verse
Kassimova, Aigul: Die Bekehrung des Sarazenen - Untersuchungen zum Bild des Islam in den mittelenglischen Romanzen Diss., ULB Bonn 2005
Kossmann, Bianca: Rich and poor in the history of English: corpus-based analyses of lexico-semantic variation and change in Old and Middle English Diss., Univ. Freiburg, 2007

Moderne

Routledge Encyclopedia of Modernism largest and most comprehensive resource available - zugangsbeschränkt
The Modern Word the Web’s largest site devoted to exploring twentieth-century experimental literature
Open Modernisms a Creative-Commons-licensed (CC-BY), social-knowledge resource that allows scholars of modernism to build custom anthologies or coursepacks of out-of-copyright primary materials
Jeflic, Karolina: Der Faktor 'Mensch' in Literatur und Ästhetik der englischen Moderne Diss., Univ. Konstanz, 2003

Mystery, Fantasy

Science Fiction and Fantasy Research Database An online index to over 60,000 historical and critical items about science fiction, fantasy and horror - Compiled by Hal W. Hall
Sisters In Crime Mission Statement: „To combat discrimination against women in the mystery field, educate publishers and the general public as to inequities in the treatment of female authors, raise the level of awareness of their contributions to the field, and promote the professional advancement of women who write mysteries“ / u.a. Authors, Short Stories & Non-Fiction, Mystery Links

Nachlässe, Manuskripte

Location Register of 20th-century English literary manuscripts and letters University of Reading Library

Natur, Umwelt

(ASLE) @SLE Online - Association for the Study of Literature and Environment

Nebraska

The Nebraska Federal Writers' Project Remembering Writers of the 1930s
Neuseeland

NZETC - New Zealand Electronic Text Centre free online archive of New Zealand and Pacific Islands texts and heritage materials, which offers an ever expanding, fully searchable, set of images and full-text books, manuscripts and journals

Te Ara Encyclopedia of New Zealand behandelt verschiedene Aspekte des politischen und kulturellen Lebens in Neuseeland

Duppé, Claudia: Poetic (Re)Negotiations of Home in New Zealand Women's Poetry of the 20th Century Diss., Univ. Trier, 2004

New York

New York State Historical Literature Collection Cornell University Library

Nigeria

Pape, Marion: Frauen schreiben Krieg Diss., Berlin, Humboldt-Univ., 2006

Oral History

In The First Person An Index to Letters, Diaries, Oral Histories and Personal Narratives: „This release of In the First Person provides in-depth indexing of more than 2,500 collections of oral history in English from around the world. With future releases, the index will broaden to identify other first-person content, including letters, diaries, memoirs, and autobiographies, and other personal narratives“

Orthographie

The History of English Spelling This book is based on material that was being prepared by the late Christopher Upward before his untimely death in 2002. In the chapters he had prepared, Christopher left far more material than could possibly be included in the book. Rather than this valuable resource and original research being lost, that extra material is provided below. It does not include content from the book, but cross-references to and expands upon it, mainly with additional examples

Oxymoron

Oxymorons.info Contradictory Words; „a literary figure of speech in which opposite or contradictory words, terms, phrases or ideas are combined to create a rhetorical effect by paradoxical means“
Phonetik / Phonologie

Phonetics The sound of spoken language
Speech and Hearing The science and technology of speech and hearing

Pikaresker Roman, Schelmenroman

Pikaresker Roman Litipedia
Schelmenroman Wikipedia
Schelmenroman Bücher-Wiki

Postkoloniale Literatur

Postcolonial and Postimperial Literature: An Overview Univ. of Singapore

Pronomen

Wagner, Susanne: Gender in English pronouns: myth and reality Diss., Univ. Freiburg, 2003

Prosa

British Fiction, 1800–1829 A Database of Production, Circulation, and Reception
The Fix Short Fiction Review

Pseudonyme

Author Pseudonyms author pseudonyms, aliases, nicknames, working names, legalized names, pen names, noms des plumes, maiden names... etc.

Pulitzer-Preis

The Pulitzer Prizes includes a complete listing of all winners from the first awards in 1917 ... through the most recent winners of 2016...

Reden

Say it Plain A Century of Great African American Speeches
Reime

RhymeZone Type in a word below to find its rhymes, synonyms, definitions, and more

Religion

English Literature and Religion „This Web site offers a large bibliographical database about religious aspects and backgrounds of English literature, from the Middle Ages to the present century, with primary (though not exclusive) emphasis upon writers within the Anglican tradition“

Renaissance

Sixteenth Century Renaissance English Literature (1485 - 1603)  
The English Renaissance in Context (ERIC) ERIC comprises two separate but integrated units: a set of tutorials on some of Shakespeare's plays and on the making and selling of books during the Early Modern period; and a database of scanned texts ... from Penn's Furness Shakespeare Library  

Restoration

Restoration Printed Fiction: A Comprehensive & Searchable Database of Fiction Printed 1660-1700  
This searchable database lists 394 fictions printed in English between 1660 and 1700. Entries were drawn from three main bibliographic sources (with some additions): Paul Salzman's English Prose Fiction 1558-1700, Robert Letellier's The English Novel, 1660-1700, and Robert Adams Day's Told in Letters

Rezensionen

London Review of Books] „This online edition of the London Review of Books will be a great place to browse for those who love to read, and particularly for those persons looking for trenchant reviews of recently released books“  
India Star Review of Books

Rhetorik

The Library of Rhetoric A Network for the Study of Effective Communication  
American Rhetoric.com Online Speech Bank, Rhetoric in Sound, Top 100 U.S. Speeches
Roman

The 18th-C British Novel Miami Univ. - Dept. of English
British Fiction, 1800-1829 A Database of Production, Circulation and Reception
NovelGuide.com ("...the premier free source for literary analysis on the web. We provide an educational supplement for better understanding of classic and contemporary literature through Chapter Summaries, Character Profiles, Metaphor Analysis, Theme Analyses, and Author Biographies,)
Dell, Kerstin: The Family Novel in North America from Post-War to Post-Millennium: A Study in Genre Diss., Univ. Trier, 2005

Romantik

Romantic Chronology „the site offers primary documents, links to reference works, and articles, and is an excellent jumping-off point for students of the period (1660-1851)"
Romantic Circles „a Website devoted to the study of Romantic-period literature and culture"
Romanticism On the Net „an internationally refereed electronic journal devoted to British Romantic studies“; mit Zugriff auf das Archiv aller Jahrgänge
Discovering Literature: Romantics and Victorians Explore the British Library’s greatest literary treasures from the Romantic and Victorian periods

Schauplätze

atlas für handlungsreisen entdeckung literarischer welten - Im Atlas für Handlungsreisen.de sind die von Schriftstellern gewählten Landschaften und Städte kartografiert. Die Informationen kommen von den Lesern: Jeder wird selbst Teil des Projekts, indem er seine erlesenen Buchtitel mit allen für die Handlung relevanten Orten ins Projekt einfließen lässt

Schottland

Scots-Online Schottisch-Seite
Scottish Studies Centre Inst. f. Anglistik, Amerikanistik und Anglophonie der Universität Mainz
Scotland's Book Town Search Engine
PoMS = The Paradox of Medieval Scotland 1093-1286 u. a. Datenbank - Kategorie People and Institutions

Schwul-/Lesbische Literatur
Lodestar Quarterly An Online Journal of the Finest Gay, Lesbian, and Queer Literature

Science Fiction

The Encyclopedia of Science Fiction Authors - Themes - Media - Culture - All Entries
Galactic Central Authors - This section covers bibliographies devoted to a single author (or at most a small number of authors), concentrating on those who have devoted most of their output to the science fiction, fantasy and horror genres / Magazines - This is the section that attempts to document all known fiction magazines, in varying levels of detail. As there are over 6000 of these, they are also organised into various different subsets for those who, for instance, are not wildly interested in 19th century magazines. A fuller description of these can be found by following the link to the left, or for those who want to jump straight to the chase, the following are the main subdivisions / Oddments - This final section just contains any other bibliographies that seemed to be of passing relevance to the previous sections, not least bibliographies of bibliographies in those categories - Galactic Central Publications
SF Site The Home Page for Science Fiction and Fantasy
Science Fiction & Fantasy Writers of America (SFWA) Here readers will find a frequently updated News and Views section, where recent posts have addressed such topics as how to write an effective synopsis of a recently finished novel, unlocked the secrets of the writing process, and examined the current state of the science fiction market. On the site, readers may also cast a vote for their favorite sci-fi writer in the prestigious Nebula Awards. Best of all, however, is the excellent Resources page, where readers will find sections for Educators, Readers, and Authors
Science Fiction and Fantasy Research Database An online index to over 60,000 historical and critical items about science fiction, fantasy and horror - Compiled by Hal W. Hall
Baen Free Library „free online archive of full-text science fiction novels“

Sklavenerzählung

The Antislavery Literature Project The goal of the Antislavery Literature Project is to increase public access to a body of literature crucial to understanding African American experience, US and hemispheric histories of slavery, and early human rights philosophies. These multilingual collections contribute to an educational consciousness of the role of many antislavery writers in creating contemporary concepts of freedom
American Slave Narratives: An Online Anthology
Slave Narratives Museum of the African Diaspora in San Francisco - auch: Resources area which includes bibliographic information for related works
Pischel de Ascensao, Tobias: "I have often tried to write myself a pass": A Systemic-Functional Analysis of Discourse in Selected African American Slave Narratives Diss., Univ. Osnabrück, 2004

Sonett

Sonnet Central an archive of English sonnets, commentary, and relevant web links
Sprachatlas

The Modern Language Association Language Map A Map of Languages in the United States

Sprache

The American Heritage Book of English Usage A Practical and Authoritative Guide to Contemporary English
WordNet A Lexical Database for the English Language - Nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are grouped into sets of cognitive synonyms (synsets), each expressing a distinct concept. Synsets are interlinked by means of conceptual-semantic and lexical relations. The resulting network of meaningfully related words and concepts can be navigated with the browser. WordNet is also freely and publicly available for download. WordNet's structure makes it a useful tool for computational linguistics and natural language processing

Sprachgeschichte

Wordorigins.org
Proper Elizabethan Accents „Learning to speak passable faire Elizabethan“
Words in English This website is a resource for those who want to learn more about this fascinating language [English] – its history as a language, the origins of its words, and its current modern characteristics
History of the English Language (u.a. Subskription der History of the English Language List - HEL-L - möglich)
The Phrase Finder The meanings and origins of over 1,200 English sayings, phrases and idioms
The History of English Spelling This book is based on material that was being prepared by the late Christopher Upward before his untimely death in 2002. In the chapters he had prepared, Christopher left far more material than could possibly be included in the book. Rather than this valuable resource and original research being lost, that extra material is provided below. It does not include content from the book, but cross-refers to and expands upon it, mainly with additional examples.
Kossmann, Bianca: Rich and poor in the history of English: corpus-based analyses of lexico-semantic variation and change in Old and Middle English Diss., Univ. Freiburg, 2007

Study Guides

Course Materials, Including Study Guides to Various Works Grouped here are study guides prepared by Professor Paul Brians of Washington State University for the use of students in his classes
Study Guides Web English Teacher: Zs.stellung von Study Guides zur anglo-amerikan. Lit.

Sucht

Weigelt, Christian Volker Kurt: Rediscovering Addicts - Constructions of the Drug Addict in English and

Südafrika

NELM = National English Literary Museum The mission of the National English Literary Museum is to promote the reading and appreciation of all forms of imaginative South African literature in English

Yenza! English Subject Links - Focus: Südafrika
Vogt, Isabelle: "Born in Africa but...": women's poetry of post-apartheid South Africa in English
München, Univ., Diss., 2009

Südstaaten

Center for the Study of Southern Culture The mission ... is to investigate, document, interpret, and teach about the American South
Center for the Study of the American South ...offers a variety of programs including lectures, conferences, performances, research circles, visiting scholars' grants, and other funding opportunities. ...provides access to an impressive array of archival materials and resources...
Library of Southern Literature includes a wide range of literary works of the American South published before 1924. This collection was originally based on Dr. Robert Bain's bibliography of the hundred most important southern literary works and continues to expand under the guidance of scholarly advisors Dr. Joseph M. Flora and Dr. William L. Andrews. This collection begins with some of the earliest texts about America written by British discoverers that set the foundation for American letters and traces the development of southern literature through to the beginning of the twentieth century
Documenting the American South Oral Histories of the American South
Library of Southern Literature Alphabetical List of Library of Southern Literature
Southern Oral History Program (SOHP) The Univ. of North Carolina at Chapel Hill - „Founded in 1973, the SOHP has recorded over 2900 interviews with people from all walks of life, and their website contains a generous sampling of this material. First-time visitors may wish to start by watching „Spoken Memories“, which provides a nice introduction to the history and work of SOHP“
Southern Spaces An Interdisciplinary Journal About the Regions, Places, and Cultures of the American South
SSSL: Bibliography A Checklist of Scholarship on Southern Literature

Temporalität

Haase, Christoph: Kognitive Repräsentation von Temporalität im Englischen und im Deutschen Diss.: TU Chemnitz, 2002

Terminologie, Semantik

Over 900 Glossary Links Glossare für versch. Lebensbereiche, Berufsfelder etc
Banished Words List from the Queen's English for Mis-Use (Lake Superior State Univ.)
The New Dictionary of Cultural Literacy by E. D. Hirsch, Jr., Joseph F. Kett, James Trefil; Third Edition:
Completely Revised and Updated  
**WordNet** A Lexical Database for the English Language - Nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are grouped into sets of cognitive synonyms (synsets), each expressing a distinct concept. Synsets are interlinked by means of conceptual-semantic and lexical relations. The resulting network of meaningfully related words and concepts can be navigated with the browser. WordNet is also freely and publicly available for download. WordNet's structure makes it a useful tool for computational linguistics and natural language processing  
**The Word Spy** “...recently coined words, existing words that have enjoyed a recent renaissance, and older words that are now being used in new ways.“  
**Wordnik** „We believe that people understand words best when they can see them in real-world context, so here are some real-world examples for „Wordnik“: Wordnik is based on the principle that people learn words best by seeing them in context“  
**Luciferous Logolepsy** Dragging obscure words into the light of day (a collection of over 9.000 obscure English words)  
**Words in English** This website is a resource for those who want to learn more about this fascinating language [English] – its history as a language, the origins of its words, and its current modern characteristics

**Transzendentalsm**

**The Web of American Transcendentalism** Authors and Texts, Bibliography, Resources

**Übersetzung**

**Poetry Translation Centre** poems, poets, translators, languages, countries

**Universitätsroman**

**Müller, Annette Regina**: Bildungskonzepte im nordamerikanischen Universitätsroman Diss. Univ. Konstanz, 2006

**Unterrichts-, Studienkurse**

**Basics of English Studies** An introductory course for students of literary studies in English developed by the universities of Tübingen, Stuttgart and Freiburg by Stefanie Lethbridge and Jarmila Mildorf  
**Learning English Online** The Online English Learning Portal  
**Englisch Lernen Online** Das Portal zum Englischlernen - mit deutschen Übersetzungen aller Lerninhalte für das Sprachniveau A1/A2  
**Learning English With Interactive Tasks** Learning English Online  
**Englisch lernen mit interaktiven Aufgaben** Englisch Lernen Online

BSZ Wiki - https://wiki.bsz-bw.de/
USA

**American Studies Journals** A Directory of Worldwide Resources - This website provides scholars with a one-stop shop for the latest research published in American studies journals throughout the world. Organized by the International Initiative of the American Studies Association and funded by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, this site is the outcome of a collaboration between numerous journal editors around the world

**Nordamerikanische Literatur und Kultur** Universität des Saarlandes

**Useful Links : American Literature** Keele University

**PAL - Perspectives in American Literature** (Paul P. Reuben Website)

**American Studies** Hypertext Projects: Volltexte von Adams, Henry bis Wister, Owen

**PEN American Center** „the PEN American Center works „to advance literature, to defend free expression, and to foster international literary fellowship“. To support these ideals, the organization sponsors a number of public literary programs and forums on topical issues, administers a number of well-known literary prizes, and also offers loans and grants to writers facing financial or medical emergencies“

**Poets & Writers** „Created in 1970, it remains the largest nonprofit literary organization serving poets, fiction writers, and creative nonfiction writers. Visitors to the site can read selected pieces from their magazine, and they can also learn about various funding opportunities for readings and workshops ... One of the most useful areas of the site is the „Top Ten Questions Writers Ask“. This area provides answers to queries such as „Do I Need An Agent?“ and „Should I pursue an MFA?“

**USA - 50er Jahre: The Literature & Culture of the American 1950s**

**USA - African-American Poetry** publ. by Chadwyck-Healey, Inc.

**Kotrouzinis, Chrysanthis: Das Phänomen der Bewegung in der amerikanischen Literatur und Kunst des Modernismus** Diss., Univ. Bonn, 2006

**The Oxford Book of American Essays** Chosen by Brander Matthews - „From Franklin and Emerson to Whitman and Roosevelt, Brander Matthews expertly selected 32 essays on topics literary, political and humorous spanning over a century of this form's development in America“

**Dell, Kerstin: The Family Novel in North America from Post-War to Post-Millennium: A Study in Genre** Diss., Univ. Trier, 2005

**Cairns Collection of American Women Writers to 1920: Author List** Univ. of Wisconsin-Madison

**Feminist Majority Foundation Online** feministische Sichtweise auf Literatur, Film, Theater (u. a.)

**The Online Archive of Nineteenth-Century U.S. Women's Writings** Edited by Glynis Carr - Bucknell University, Department of English

**American Women's History** A Research Guide - auch: Digital Collection of Primary Sources, American Women's Letters and Diaries: A Bibliography ... Native Literature Directory

**Storytellers: Native American Authors Online** Storytelling. At base that is what American Indian authors and poets are doing — storytelling - u.a. Alphabetical Listing of Authors, Contemporary Authors Downloadable Biographies, Early 20th Century Native American Authors

**Freesen, Ines Sandra: Identity, Reality, Truth. The Image of Japan in American Literature Before, During, And After World War II** Diss., Univ. Düsseldorf, 2006

**Lesbian Pulp Fiction** A Bibliography of Texts and Sources (Sallie Bingham Center for Women's History and Culture)

**Krause, Sascha W.: The anatomy of resistance - the rhetoric of anti-lynching in American literature and culture, 1892 - 1936** Diss., Univ. Regensburg, 2005

**AmericanPoems.com** Your Poetry Site (mit Websites zu einzelnen Lyrikern)

**The Poetry Society of America** auch PSA Resources

**poets.org** The Academy of American Poets (auch: Texte, Lyriker-Biographien)

**Online Poetry Classroom** „OPC serves both as an interactive professional development program and a
virtual community enabling teachers across the country to access free poetry resources online. These teaching tools include innovative, classroom-tested curricula and discussion forums in which users can post strategies for and ask questions about teaching poetry at the high school level”
The Poets Modern American Poetry - „There are 161 poet companion sites below. The poems analyzed are available in Anthology of Modern American Poetry (Oxford)”
Wright American Fiction 1851-1875 „It includes works by well known writers such as Louisa May Alcott, Mark Twain, Nathaniel Hawthorne, and Herman Melville, along with a great many forgotten authors, whose works may have been very popular in their own time”
American Writers C-Span: biographische Infos zu amerikanischen Autoren (1600-1975)
Library of Southern Literature (Collection of Electronic Texts, Introduction to Literature in the American South)
Twentieth Century North American Drama This edition contains 1,530 plays by 223 playwrights, together with detailed, fielded information on related productions, theaters, production companies, and more. The database also includes selected playbills, production photographs and other ephemera related to the plays. More than 150 of the plays are published here for the first time, including a number by major authors. The plays themselves have been selected using leading bibliographies and with the editorial advice of scholars and the playwrights themselves
First-Person Narratives of the American South „From its online beginnings in 1995, the Documenting the American South initiative at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has created a number of helpful digitized collections that document the Southern perspective on a wide range of areas of American history and culture. One of the project’s latest additions is the First-Person Narratives of the American South collection, which contains diaries, autobiographies, travel accounts, and ex-slave narratives written by Southerners”
SSSL: Bibliography - A Checklist of Scholarship on Southern Literature

Vietnam

Feld, Petra: Constructions of Identity in Autobiographical writings of Vietnam Veterans Diss., TU Braunschweig, 2002

Viktorianisches Zeitalter

Victorians 1837-1901 Learning History at the British Library
Discovering Literature: Romantics and Victorians Explore the British Library’s greatest literary treasures from the Romantic and Victorian periods
Before Victoria Extraordinary Women of the British Romantic Era - „This online digital exhibit, which complements an in situ installation, from the New York Public Library contains seven brief topical essays, along with a nice selection of images that afford additional insights”
The Victorian Web: An Overview Political, Social History, Gender Matters, Philosophy, Religion, Science, Authors, Texts....
Links zum Viktorianischen M. Matsuoka (Nagoya Univ.)
A Victorian Anthology, 1837-1895 Selections Illustrating the Editor's Critical Review of British Poetry in the Reign of Victoria. Ed. by Edmund Clarence Stedman - „These 1,274 works by 343 authors represent the full course of one of the great literary ages of English verse. Organized by class, this encyclopedic collection complements Stedman’s American Anthology”
Victorian Women Writers Project  The goal of the ... Project is to produce highly accurate transcriptions of works by British women writers of the 19th century, encoded using the Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML). The works ... will include anthologies, novels, political pamphlets, religious tracts, children's books, and volumes of poetry and verse drama

THE DAILY VICTORIAN an eclectic collection of magazine prints, portraits, advertisements, steel prints, fashion plates and other images from the Victorian era

Werbesprache

Engrish.com Bringing Your Engrish Favorites From Japan and Around the World

Wirtschaftsenglisch

Business English
de.bab.la/phrasen/ Phrasen - Geschäfts- und persönliche Korrespondenz, Bewerbungen, wiss. Schreiben

Wortschatz

Learning Vocabulary Can Be Fun „Designed for younger students, the site includes four educational activities, including a word search, quizzes, hangman, and a match game“
One-Word-A-Day „FREE e-mail service which systematically improves your professional English“; Wordpower Test u.v.m.
Vocabula Training Exercises
The Vocabulary Review a journal about the state of the English language
A.Word.A.Day - Subscribe To receive the free edition of A.Word.A.Day in your mailbox every day, fill in the following form:.....
Wordcount Tracking the Way We Use Language - Untersuchung der Wortschatzhäufigkeit der engl. Sprache
wordnik All the Words - einsprachiges Englisch-Wörterbuch (auch Definitionen, Beispiele, Aussprache, Etymologie...)
Urban Dictionary a slang dictionary with your definitions
Schilling, Veronika: Amerikanismen in der gegenwärtigen britischen Lexikographie des Englischen Diss. Univ. Bonn, 2005

Zeitschriften

eLanguage „The goal of the eLanguage Project is to effectively utilize modern, web-based publishing technologies in order to provide researchers in the the academic discipline of Linguistics with a platform for the management of peer-reviewed, open-access electronic journals“
American Studies Journals provides scholars with a one-stop shop for the latest research published in
American studies journals throughout the world. ...this site is the outcome of a collaboration between numerous journal editors around the world

**Blackbird** An Online Journal of Literature and the Arts - The Department of English at Virginia Commonwealth University

**The Fix** Short Fiction Review

**New Literary History** E-ISSN: 1080-661X / Print ISSN: 0028-6087 / Publ.: The Johns Hopkins University Press

**The Paris Review** „Over its long history, this literary periodical has published important works by Philip Roth, V.S. Naipul, and Samuel Beckett. Their website offers selections from both current and previous issues, and for various members of the intelligentsia, this site will merit several visits“

**The Spectator Text Project at the Center for Electronic Texts in the Humanities** The Spectator / The Tatler

**Turbine** literary journal published annually by the International Institute of Modern Letters Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand

---

**Zimbabwe**

**Neumann, Stephanie:** *Gebrochenes Schweigen - Körper und Gewalt Erinnerung in der zimbabwischen Literatur der 90er Jahre* Diss., Humboldt-Univ., Berlin, 2003

---

**Zitieren**

[Citing Sources Within Your Paper](https://library.duke.edu/guides/112/1) Duke Univ., Guide to Library Research

---

**Anglistik, Amerikanistik Teil 2**


---
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